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Abstract: Laser processing with ultra-short double pulses has gained attraction since the beginning
of the 2000s. In the last decade, pulse bursts consisting of multiple pulses with a delay of several
10 ns and less found their way into the area of micromachining of metals, opening up completely
new process regimes and allowing an increase in the structuring rates and surface quality of ma-
chined samples. Several physical effects such as shielding or re-deposition of material have led to
a new understanding of the related machining strategies and processing regimes. Results of both
experimental and numerical investigations are placed into context for different time scales during
laser processing. This review is dedicated to the fundamental physical phenomena taking place
during burst processing and their respective effects on machining results of metals in the ultra-short
pulse regime for delays ranging from several 100 fs to several microseconds. Furthermore, technical
applications based on these effects are reviewed.
Keywords: laser ablation; ultra-short pulses; double pulses; burst processing; MHz bursts; GHz bursts
1. Introduction
To enable increased throughput, the development of ultra-short pulsed lasers for
materials processing has always aimed for higher laser powers. In recent years, ultrafast
lasers with average output powers exceeding 1 kW [1–5] and even 10 kW [6] have been
demonstrated. Industrially available lasers currently already provide pulse energies of up
to some 100 µJ, whereas laser systems in academia provide several mJ. Thus, the available
energy per pulse is often much higher than the energy actually needed for single pulse
ablation. In order to attain the highest possible ablated volume for a given amount of
energy, the energy can be distributed among pulses within a pulse package, a so-called
pulse burst consisting of a minimum of two pulses and up to several hundred or thousand
pulses [7–24]. Each of these burst packages then carries a sufficiently high amount of
energy that can be used for laser machining, while the total energy of all pulses together is
close to the maximum available pulse energy of the laser. In recent years, ultra-short pulsed
laser ablation with burst pulses for micromachining has been intensively investigated both
experimentally and numerically.
The aim of this article was to provide a comprehensive review of the physics of ultra-
short pulsed laser ablation of metals with burst pulses and the applications based on the
physical processes involved. In the next subsection, processing strategies and definitions
used in this article are introduced. In the second section, the physics of ablation using ultra-
short burst pulses of metals is discussed, summarizing the physics involved during single
pulse laser ablation in the first place, followed by the pulse-to-pulse interactions of two
subsequent ultra-short laser pulses. Afterwards, special attention is paid to machining with
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triple pulses, followed by two sections dedicated to the physics involved when processing
with multiple pulses with intra-burst repetition rates of MHz and GHz. In Section 3, several
MHz and GHz burst processing applications are summarized and reviewed, ranging from
punching and drilling processes via line scribing, milling, and surface structuring to several
special applications. The article closes with conclusions and an outlook.
Processing Strategies and Definitions
In material processing, different strategies can be applied depending on the applica-
tion. Using a stationary beam, the so-called punching process is realized. In this process, a
certain number of consecutive laser pulses N is focused on the same spot and each pulse
ablates a thin layer of material. Using a Gaussian beam with a 1/e2-radius of w, this results
in a parabolic dimple, as shown in Figure 1a. If the applied number of pulses and the
fluence are high enough, the material can be drilled through. This drilling strategy is
called percussion drilling and represents only one of the possible drilling strategies used in
ultra-short pulse laser machining [25].
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In contrast to using a stationary beam, scribing can be realized if the laser beam is 
moved along one lateral direction. This results on the workpiece in a parabolic-shaped 
groove if a Gaussian beam is used (cf. Figure 1b). The linear movement of the beam can 
be realized using a linear stage or a galvanometric scanner for example. In the scribing 
process, consecutive pulses overlap each other. The overlap 𝑜  can be calculated using 
the moving speed of the axis 𝑣 , the radius 𝑤, and the used pulse repetition rate of the 
laser 𝑓  by 𝑜 =  1 − 𝑣𝑓 ∙ 2 ∙ 𝑤 (1)
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the processes and machining results: (a) dimple with the shape of
a paraboloid ablated by multiple laser pulses with a stationary beam, resulting out of the punching
process; (b) groove with the shape of a parabolic cylinder ablated by a scanned laser beam (line scan),
represe ting the scribing process; (c) rectangular-shaped cavity ablated by a scanned laser beam
and p allel line hatching (bidirectional meandering scan) resulting out of laser milling. The 3D
Cartesian coordinate system x (red arrow), y (green arrow), and z (blue arrow) holds for all sketches
(a–c). The center positions of the focused Gaussian beams are indicated by o. The multiple reflections
of incident rays from the interior walls are given as side views (yz planes). Incident and multiple
reflected rays are also given as side views (yz planes). The interaction area (cf. xy and yz planes)
of laser and material decreases from (a–c). Reproduced under the terms of a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License, (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ (accessed on
31 May 2021)) [26]. Copyright 2018, the authors, published by Springer Nature.
In contrast to using a stationary beam, scribing can be realized if the laser beam is
moved along one lateral direction. This results on the workpiece in a parabolic-shaped
groove if a Gaussian beam is used (cf. Figure 1b). The linear movement of the beam can
be realized using a linear stage or a galvanometric scanner for example. In the scribing
process, consecutive pulses overlap each other. The overlap oline can be calculated using
the moving speed of the axis vscan, the radius w, and the used pulse repetition rate of the
laser frep by




If a deeper groove is demanded, the laser beam is moved several times along the same
line path. These repetitions are the number of machined layers or overscans NL. If the
ratio between material thickness, laser parameters, and repetitions is chosen correctly, the
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material can even be cut through using this line scribing technique. The third ablation
process, called milling (cf. Figure 1c), is realized by machining several parallel lines with
a defined line spacing. This line spacing is called the hatch distance dh. In the milling
process, in addition to the overlap of two consecutive pulses along the scan direction, there
is also an overlapping in the perpendicular direction to the machined lines ocross:
ocross = 1 −
dh
2·w (2)
In milling applications, the laser spot must be moved in two lateral directions. The
straight-forward approach is to use a galvanometric scanner to perform this movement [26].
Additionally, solutions using a rotational axis in combination with different technolo-
gies such as linear stages [27], galvanometric scanners [28], or acousto-optic deflectors
(AODs) [29] are used to allow such 2D movement. In the z-direction, the material is re-
moved layer by layer, resulting in a so-called 2.5D process [27]. Using this strategy, 3D
structures can be engraved by changing the processing region from layer to layer, as shown
in Figure 2a. In addition, the direction of the hatch pattern (direction of the parallel lines)
can be rotated from layer to layer by the hatch angle to avoid scanning the same lines
multiple times, which could lead to line irregularities. If a central unprocessed square in
the middle of a process region is enlarged linearly layer by layer (making the scanned area
per layer smaller), the result is a square pyramid as a subtractively generated geometry (cf.
Figure 2b).
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Figure 2. 2.5 processing; (a) slicing of the 3D structure and three corresponding 2D slices with the
hatch pattern (no rotation of the hatch pattern from layer to layer); (b) SEM image of a 3D structure
machined in copper. Reprinted from [27], copyright 2013, with permission from Elsevier.
The described processing strategies have been used principally with single pulses,
which are emitted at a given repetition rate from the used laser system. In burst processing,
the single pulse is replaced by a pulse package including several pulses with a temporal
distance much shorter than the pulse repetition rate (intra-burst delay tB, cf. Figure 3).
This package of pulses is called a burst. Depending on the intra-burst delay time, it can
be distinguished between MHz bursts (with an intra-burst delay of tens of ns) and GHz
bursts (with an intra-burst delay of hundreds of ps). The temporal distance between the
burst packages is called the inter-burst delay and corresponds to the pulse repetition rate
in single pulse operation. During scribing and milling, it can be assumed that for such time
delays the burst package is applied within the area of one sole spot, i.e., it acts similarly to
a stationary beam.
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2. Physics of Ultra-Short Burst Pulse Ablation of Metals
The focus of this article lies on metal processing. For laser processing of different
materials such as semiconductors [30–32], dielectrics [30,31,33–35], or ceramics [31,36], the
reader may refer to the corresponding articles. In the following, the physical mechanisms
of laser–material interactions relevant in the machining of metals are discussed. First, the
mechanisms during and after the processing of metals with single ultra-short laser pulses
(for repetitive processing, this corresponds to inter-pulse delays of tens of microseconds
or repetition rates below 100 kHz) is discussed and summarized in Section 2.1. Although
several articles exist on this topic and deal especially with the micromachining of different
metals in this regime [30,31,37–40], a summary of the essential effects regarding processing
in a single pulse operation is given for completion and as a basis for the following sections.
After introducing and summarizing the involved physical mechanisms for single pulse laser
ablation of metals, the pulse-to-pulse interactions of two subsequent pulses are introduced
in Section 2.2. The focus in that section lies on interactions between two pulses with
inter-pulse delays of several 100 fs to several 10 ns, since the experimental and theoretical
findings differ fundamentally from metal processing in single pulse operation. In Section
2.3, the physical mechanisms and state-of-the art findings for triple pulse processing with
intra-burst delays in the range of tens of ns are discussed. Finally, in Sections 2.4 and 2.5,
machining with bursts containing multiple pulses with intra-burst repetition rates of MHz
and GHz are summarized.
2.1. Single Pulse Laser Ablation
When light irradiates a metal surface, photons interact with free electrons and energy
is transferred to the electronic system via inverse Br msstrahlung. Subsequently, the
electronic system transfe s energy to the lattice (ions) and excites vibrations of the ioni
system, leading to a heati g of the met l surface resulting n an ncrease of temperature.
For las r pulses with pulse durations strongly xceeding the electron–phonon co pling
tim , the excita ion of the electronic and ionic system can be considered t happen in
thermal equilibrium. Hence, co ventional h at o duction and physical mechanis s
such as melting and evaporation take place. Duri g ultra-short pulsed processing, short
heating times allow physical states of matter to cross bor ers in the phase diagram (e.g.,
the solid–liquid line) within picoseconds an induce high pressures (tens of GPa an more)
within tens of picoseconds within thin surface layers [41–46]. For a deeper understanding,
details of the involved physical mechanisms can be found in several references including
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theoretical and numerical modeling [37,41–46]. The most important measure to distinguish
between the ultra-short pulse regime and classical thermal heating in equilibrium is the
electron–phonon coupling time τel−phon, which is a characteristic time for heating the ionic
lattice. In first approximation, this value is a constant, but, in principle, it depends on
the deposited energy, and the time of relaxation can be multiples of that characteristic
time [23]. It can be estimated by τel−phon = CP/γ, with CP being the heat capacity of the
ionic system and γ being the electron-phonon coupling constant [37]. Both values are
material-dependent. For metals and their alloys, the electron–phonon coupling time lies in
the range of several 100 fs to more than 100 ps (e.g., pure gold even has a coupling time of
around 115 ps). Exemplary values are given in Table 1. For alloys, the electron–phonon
coupling times can differ from the original elements forming the alloy, e.g., for AISI 304
stainless steel, an electron–phonon coupling time of 0.5 ps was reported [47], whereas it
amounts to 1.3 ps for pure iron.
Table 1. Electron–phonon coupling times for various metals at room temperature.
Material Ag Al Au Cu Fe Mb Ni Pt Ti W
τel-phon in ps 84.3 1 4.5 1 115.5 1 57.5 2 1.3 3 2.2 4 1.1 4 2.2 5 1.9 5 12.1 5
1 calc. from Ci [48], g [49]; 2 [50]; 3 calc. from Cl [48], γ [51]; 4 calc. from Cl [48], γ [52]; 5 calc. from Cl [48], γ [53].
Another crucial quantity for the description of different regimes of laser processing
with ultra-short pulses is the laser fluence φ. It is defined as the energy per irradiated area,
and for a Gaussian beam the peak fluence φ0 equals
φ0 = 2 · φav = 2 ·
EP
π · w2 (3)
EP corresponds to the pulse energy of the incoming laser pulse, w to the laser spot
radius (1/e2), and φav is the average fluence. The fluence can be increased by increasing the
laser pulse energy or decreasing the irradiated area (spot size). If the fluence is increased
above the ablation threshold φth, material is removed from the surface (ablation). With
increasing fluence, the ultra-short pulsed laser interaction with metals can be characterized
by the following physical processes [41–46,54]:
• heating of the metal surface;
• melting of the metal surface;
• spallation of surface layers (rupture of material when the fluence is above the abla-
tion threshold);
• phase explosion (explosive boiling of the surface with the generation of vapor and plasma).
A microscopic view of the occurring processes for ablation of aluminum is given in
Figure 4 [46]. When a laser pulse hits the target with a fluence below the ablation threshold,
the material is heated and melting of the surface may also take place. Furthermore, two
sorts of pressure waves propagate into the material from the surface. A shockwave (SW)
leading to a compression of material (higher density, darker orange color) is followed by
a rarefaction wave (RW), leading to a dilution of material (lower density, lighter orange
color). When the fluence is increased above the ablation threshold, the intensity of both
pressure waves is increased and, as a result of the lower density of the rarefaction wave,
a fragmentation of surface layers takes place (spallation regime). The travel velocity
of such dense layers evolving from the surface for metals lies in the range of several
100 m/s [45,46,54–57]. If the fluence is increased above values of approximately 10 times
the ablation threshold, not only spallation takes place but the upper surface layers (in
this representation on the left) disintegrate and show a transition into the gaseous phase.
Particles and clusters in the gaseous phase then travel principally with the speed of sound
(of the initial bulk material), which lies in the range of several km/s [45,46,54–57].
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spallation regime (center), ablation is characterized by a fragmentation of the material, leading to 
high surface qualities and well-defined ablation depths during laser processing. Adapted from [46], 
copyright 2015, with permission from Elsevier. 
Although not displayed here, atoms in the gaseous phase also become ionized for 
higher fluences, and some regions reach temperatures of several 1000 K or more [45,46,54–
57]. If successive pulses have inter-pulse delays of several tens of microseconds or more 
(corresponding to repetition rates of 𝑓 = 100 kHz or less), a subsequent pulse does not 
significantly interact with the ablation plume of its preceding pulse [58]. For laser material 
processing, the different ablation regimes result in differently efficient micromachining 
Figure 4. Results from molecular dynamics (MD) simulatio s for single pulse irradiation of alu-
minum. The x-axis corresponds to spatial coordinates with z = 0 nm being the initial surface of the
material. The y-axis corresponds to the simulation time with t = 5 ps being the maximum of the laser
pulse. The color of the heat maps corresponds to the density of aluminum. With increasing fluence
(from top to bottom), the material passes different regimes, ranging from melting of the surface (no
ablation) to phase explosion with an exc ssive develop of gaseous and ioniz d matter. In the
spallation regime (center), ablation is characterized by a fragmentation of the material, leading to
high surface qualities and well-defined ablation depths during laser processing. Adapted from [46],
copyright 2015, with permission from Elsevier.
Although not displayed here, atoms in the gaseous phase also become ionized for higher
fluences, and some regions reach temperatures of several 1000 K or more [45,46,54–57]. If
successive pulses have inter-pulse delays of several tens of microseconds or more (cor-
responding to repetition rates of frep = 100 kHz or less), a subsequent pulse does not
significantly interact with the ablation plume of its preceding pulse [58]. For laser material
processing, the different ablation regimes result in differently efficient micromachining
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processes. One quantity for the description of an efficient ablation process is the energy














where δ corresponds to the effective penetration depth of energy, φ0 is the incident peak
fluence, and φth is the ablation threshold. Experimental data and, for the sake of clarity, only
one fit function (brass, 400 fs, cyan curve) is given in Figure 5. The values were obtained
in laser milling experiments by ablating cavities (cf. Figure 1c), measuring the ablated
volume, and relating it to the incident total laser energy. The values follow the trend of
Formula (4), having a maximum that can be extracted from the data. The corresponding
values of δ, φth, and the fluence φ0,opt where the maximum value was achieved and the
maximum energy specific volume ∆V/∆E max (maximum values in Figure 5) as well as
the experimental conditions such as wavelength and pulse duration are summarized in
Table 2.
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Figure 5. Energy specific volume for single pulse laser ablation of different metals processed in the
near infrared. The fluence along the x-axis is normalized to the ablation threshold since different
metals have different ablation t resholds. The corresponding values are given in Table 2. Original
data taken from [59,60].
Table 2. Material parameters corresponding to the plots in Figure 5. Some of the fit parameters were calculated from original data.
Quantity Brass 1 Copper 1 Copper 2 Gold 2 Silver 2 Steel 1 Steel 2
λ nm 1030 1030 1064 1064 1064 1030 1064
τ ps 0.4 0.4 10 10 10 0.4 10
δ (fit) nm 62.3 55.7 29.1 64.8 67.2 13.9 4.5
φth(fit) J/cm2 0.39 0.49 0.35 0.35 0.36 0.09 0.06
∆V/∆Emax mm3/W/min 0.26 0.19 0.14 0.30 0.30 0.25 0.13
∆V/∆Emax µm3/µJ 4.3 3.1 2.3 5.0 5.0 4.2 2.2
φ0,opt J/cm2 2.7 4.5 2.2 2.4 2.7 0.5 0.5
1 [60], 2 [59].
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For single pulse operation, this formula resembles well the experimental findings. The
different metals show different maximum energy specific volumes and ablation thresholds,
but the general trend is the same. Principally, such curves are found for metals when
processed with pulses with a pulse duration between a few 100 fs and several ns [60,61].
Independent of the metals investigated, the ablation process when using ultra-short
pulses is most efficient in the spallation regime, since the greatest amount of deposited
energy is used for ablation. For lower fluences, only heating of the material takes place,
whereas for much higher fluences the amount of energy being used for heating and
ionization increases [62].
Beside the ablated volume per energy, the ablated volume per time (a measure for
the productivity) is a very important parameter for micromachining processes such as
milling or drilling. It increases for higher fluences, while the ablation process itself becomes
less energetically efficient (∆V/∆E decreases). At the same time, low fluences close to
the ablation threshold (or several times the ablation threshold) correlate with low surface
roughness and less spatter occurrence [14,63,64]. For industrial micromachining processes,
it is often important to maintain a smooth surface while keeping the ablated volume
per time high. Since the available laser pulse energy and average power of industrial
laser systems have been significantly increasing within the last decade, the available
energy per pulse is often much higher than the energy needed for ablation. Among other
strategies such as defocusing of the processing beam to lower the fluence while keeping
the productivity at a high level [18,65], the concept of laser burst pulses was introduced,
allowing the principle use of the totally available laser energy by splitting it into several
pulses with lower energy each [66,67]. The resulting limitations of this concept will be
further discussed in the following sections.
Beside the ablated volume per energy and time, the residual energy is another impor-
tant quantity influencing micromachining processes, mainly in terms of surface quality, e.g.,
surface roughness. If a sufficiently high amount of energy is coupled into the machined
sample as heat, the surface structure and physical mechanism of material removal may
change. For example, a temporary molten surface can lead to higher roughness and spatter
production, decreasing the surface quality. During ablation with an ultra-short pulse, a
certain amount of energy remains as heat in the bulk material. Depending on the irradiated
metal and the used fluence, the amount of residual energy per pulse lies between 10%
and 50% [16,17,68–76]. If high repetition rates are used, the heat accumulates and can
affect the surface quality, the drilling time, and the amount of occurring melt [14,73,77–84].
Additionally, the amount of residual energy can increase when the geometry is changed,
e.g., in hole drilling [68,70,72,74], or when surface structures like laser-induced periodic
surface structures (LIPSS) or bumps evolve [69,84].
2.2. Double Pulses: Pulse-to-Pulse Interaction
The first investigations of laser treatment of metals with ultra-short double pulses go
back to around the turn of the 21st century, when investigations about the enhancement of
spectroscopic signals—today also often known as laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy
(LIBS)—with ultra-short double pulses were performed [7,85–87]. While it was shown
that signal enhancement was possible, the depths of the ablation craters formed showed
a special behavior, i.e., the crater depths could only be as deep as using a single pulse
or even less deep, which is not intuitive in the first place, since twice as much energy
was used to create these craters. As will be summarized in the following, both effect
signal enhancement from the irradiated plume as well as the development of less deep
craters are mutually dependent. Many experimental [7,8,14,16,19,57–59,66,88–114] and
numerical [9,10,12,54,93,115–119] studies have been performed since the first observations
about metal ablation with ultra-short double pulses were published. The following para-
graphs summarize the findings to provide an overview of the effects involved in ultra-short
double pulse laser ablation.
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When a double pulse with short inter-pulse delay times in the range of the electron–
phonon coupling time is used, the ablated volume of such a double pulse equals the
volume ablated by a single pulse with doubled pulse energy. With increasing inter-pulse
delay, several physical effects can occur. For delays in the range of 10 ps to a few 100 ps,
rarefaction wave interference takes place. As shown in Figure 4 (center), the ablation
process of single ultra-short pulses is characterized by the occurrence of a shock wave and a
following rarefaction wave. The intensity of the rarefaction wave is a critical parameter of a
successful ablation event. If a rarefaction wave is too weak, no ablation occurs (cf. Figure 4
(top)). For double pulse ablation, weakening of such rarefaction waves is an important
process. Exemplarily, calculated density and pressure distributions for different regimes
of double pulse laser ablation are given in Figure 6 [10]. For the pressure distributions
given in Figure 6, red regions denote regions with compressive pressures, whereas blue
regions denote regions of tension. Figure 6a shows the result of double pulse irradiation
with an inter-pulse delay of ∆t = 0 ps (corresponding to a single pulse of double pulse
energy). An intense shockwave is followed by an intense rarefaction wave. From the
regions of highest tension (blue), ablation is initiated. If the inter-pulse delay is increased
to around ∆t = 20 ps, the first shockwave is weaker, since this wave is only initiated by
the first pulse. The following rarefaction wave is less pronounced because the second
pulse increases the pressure and, hence, lowers tension. As a result, less material is
removed and the ablation depth is decreased (cf. Figure 6b). This effect of “rarefaction
interference” is the reason for a lowering of the ablation depth for metals if the pulses
are separated by several tens of picoseconds (blue region in Figure 7) [10,120]. If the
inter-pulse delay is increased to ∆t = 50 ps, the second pulse interacts with material that
has already left the initial metal surface and no physical connection for the exchange of
pressure remains. Instead, the second pulse is shielded by the ablation cloud induced by the
first pulse [9,10,54,57,118–120]. The ablation cloud evolving from the surface after the first
pulse is heated and partially disintegrates, leading to an extreme increase in temperature
and plasma formation.
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The latter is an important effect beneficial for LIBS measurements and allows a better
characterization of material due to an increased plasma temperature and, hence, a more
pronounced spectrum (cf. Section 3.5.2). Depending on the fluence, not only the second
pulse is shielded (and is not contributing to further material removal) but a re-deposition
of the material ablated by the first pulse can take place (cf. Figure 6c). As a result, the
ablated volume of a double pulse can be lower than the volume ablated only by the
first pulse (valley of death) [57,75,95,103,109,111,121–123]. This effect is material- and
fluence-dependent. For example, the valley of death for stainless steel ranges between
100 and 200 ps at a fluence of 0.5 J/cm2 [75] and shows a minimum at around 50 ps for
5 J/cm2 [121]. Copper shows a valley of death for inter-pulse delays between 100 ps and
2 ns at fluences of 0.69 J/cm2 [57] and 5 J/cm2 [121]. Aluminum shows a valley of death
between 100 and 300 ps for an incident fluence of 5 J/cm2 [121]. Titanium and platinum
show valleys of death between 100 and 500 ps for incident fluences close to the ablation
threshold [123]. For steel, a broader study with different time delays and fluences was
also performed, and it was reported that the highest suppression of ablation takes place
for steel at around a 1 ns time delay. The highest suppression ratio was close to 10, so
only 10% of the volume ablated by a single pulse was finally removed using a double
pulse (parameters: wavelength 1028 nm, fluence approx. 2.3 J/cm2) [103]. If the inter-
pulse delay is increased to several tens of nanoseconds, the shielding and re-deposition
becomes less pronounced, since the ablation cloud formed after the first pulse dilutes
with increasing time delay. For inter-pulse delays of ∆t > 10 µs, no significant interaction
of the second pulse and the plume induced by the first pulse occurs anymore [58]. The
discussed principal physical effects are summarized in Figure 7. Of course, the exact time
delays, fluences, and pulse durations when these effects occur are material-dependent.
The most significant differences between the materials are the time delay t1, when the
decrease of volume starts (blue region in Figure 7), the time delay t2, when the minimum
of ablated volume is reached, and the time delay t3, when the re-deposition is not taking
place anymore and the volume ablated by a single pulse is reached again (transition from
the green to the yellow region in Figure 7).
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For short delay times in the range of the electron–phonon coupling time (red color), the
volume ablated by a double pulse equals the volume ablated by a single pulse with doubled
pulse energy and the ablation process the same as for a single pulse, cf. Figures 4 and 6a.
For delays in the range of 10 ps to a few 100 ps, rarefaction wave interference takes place,
cf. Figure 6b. For inter-pulse delays between a few 100 ps and several 100 ns, a shielding
of the second pulse by the ablated material of the first pulse takes place. For inter-pulse
delays of a few nanoseconds, re-deposition of material ablated by the first pulse is another
effect that can occur, cf. Figure 6c. The shielding effect diminishes for longer inter-pulse
delays of several tens of nanoseconds due to the dilution of the plume initially induced
by the first pulse. For delays of several tens of microseconds and longer, the second pulse
does not interact with the plume, and the volume ablated by a double pulse is twice the
volume ablated by a single pulse.
Although it is still the subject of current research, it seems that theses characteristic
delay times are dependent on the electron–phonon coupling time. If the second pulse is
reaching the target before the transfer of energy between the electronic and ionic system is
finished, the material mainly reacts similar to an irradiation with a single pulse of double
energy. For example, steel has a much shorter electron–phonon coupling time than copper
(approx. 50 times lower), and the decrease in ablated volume starts from shorter time
delays (t1 ≈ 1 ps for steel, t1 ≈ 10 ps for copper) [75,103]. For all metals investigated
in the literature and as discussed before, t2 lies between time delays of several 100 ps
and several nanoseconds. For steel and copper, the difference is significant, e.g., for the
fluences: 0.5 J/cm2 for steel and 0.69 J/cm2 for copper in the infrared, and t2 for steel
amounts to ~200 ps, whereas for copper t2 amounts to ~2 ns [75]. Additionally, the delay
time t3, when the volume ablated by the double pulse again is the same as for a single
pulse, differs for both metals in this fluence regime. For steel, t3 amounts to approximately
1–3 ns [75,103,122], whereas for copper t3 > 10 ns [75,122]. For aluminum, it was also
reported that t3 > 10 ns [122].
2.3. Triple Pulses with Intra-Burst Delays in the Range of Tens of Nanoseconds
As described in the previous section, the characteristic delay times t1, t2, and t3
strongly depend on the material, especially on the electron–phonon coupling time, which
also has a dominating influence onto the removal rates when a third pulse is added to the
double pulse. If t1 and t2 are short compared to the intra-burst delay and t3 shows a value
in the range of this delay, the energy specific volume obtained for a triple pulse only slightly
differs from the one of single pulses, e.g., steel 1.4301 (AISI 304) shows such short delay
times and was intensively investigated. Different reported maximum energy specific vol-
umes for single, double, and triple pulses are summarized in Figure 8a [14,19,23,24,102,107].
For pulses with a pulse duration of 10 ps, an intra-burst delay of 12 ns, and wavelengths of
1064 nm and 532 nm, the maximum energy specific volume slightly decreased for a triple
pulse compared to a single pulse [14,102,107]. An almost identical behavior was observed
for a 2 ps pulse duration but with higher ablated volumes due to the usage of shorter
pulses [19]. Similar results with even higher energy specific volumes have been reported
for 300 fs and 350 fs pulse duration in the near infrared (NIR) [23,60]. In contrast to the
rest of the literature, in [24], a significant drop by a factor of two of the maximum energy
specific volume for steel (from about 0.4 mm3/min/W for single pulses down to less than
0.2 mm3/min/W, Figure 8a, blue empty squares) for a triple pulse burst was reported
for a 210 fs pulse duration for a wavelength of 1030 nm. Here, in contrast to most other
reported experiments by different authors, the fluence was varied by defocusing. This
leads to different spot sizes at the fluences where the maximum energy specific volume
was detected for the three situations. It was found for single pulse operation that there is
a dependence of the threshold fluence, the energy penetration depth, and the maximum
energy specific volume for steel 1.4301 (AISI 304) and copper when using different spot
sizes [124]. This could serve as a possible explanation for the atypical behavior reported
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in [24] in contrast to all other studies in this field. The influence of the spot size on laser
milling in general, but especially for bursts, still needs to be clarified by further studies.
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Figure 8b shows the maximum energy specific volume for steel 1.4301 (AISI 304) using
pulses with a pulse duration of 10 ps at a wavelength of 1064 nm and an intra-burst delay
increasing from 12 ns to 36 ns for triple pulses and 60 ns for double pulses [14]. For the
shortest intra-burst delay of 12 ns, the maximum volumes are smaller than the value for
single pulse operation. For double pulses with an intra-burst delay of 24 ns and more, the
same maximum value as for single pulse operation is reached (deviations are in the range
of the measurement error). For triple pulses, the maximum energy specific volume also
increases with increasing intra-burst delay but does not yet reach the value of single pulse
operation with a 36 ns pulse delay.
The situation completely changes for copper (having longer delay times t1, t2, and
t3) as shown in Figure 9a,b. For double pulses, the aforementioned valley of death with a
reduction in the maximum energy specific volume to less than 50% of the value for single
pulses due to shielding effects is observed [14,24,59,60,102]. On the other hand, for triple
pulse processing, the value strongly increases again and may even exceed the value for
single pulses [14,24,59,60,102]. As can be seen in Figure 9a, the maximum energy specific
volumes are functions of the pulse duration (an increase for shorter pulse durations is
observed) and wavelength (for copper, green radiation is beneficial and results in higher
maximum energy specific volumes, which is mainly due to higher absorptance [16]). For
triple pulses, in the first place, it seems that after the described re-deposition effect (cf.
Section 2.2) induced by the second pulse, the third pulse should simply contribute again to
the ablated volume. However, assuming only a complete shielding and no re-deposition
of the second pulse (no contribution to the ablated volume) and a full contribution of
the third pulse to the ablated volume, the maximum energy specific volume should not
exceed two-thirds of the value of single pulses. This is not the case. Indeed, for triple pulse
processing, the maximum energy specific volume is the same or even higher than for single
pulse processing.
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The contribution of the second pulse was further investigated in [102,125], where the
energy of the second pulse was varied compared to the first and third pulse, i.e., the relative
energies were chosen to be (1, η, 1). The pulses had a pulse duration of 10 ps, a wavelength
of 1064 nm, and an intra-burst delay of 12 ns. For the situation (1, 0.25, 1), the energy
specific volume does not differ from the one of a double pulse with an intra-burst delay
of 24 ns. When the energy of the second pulse is then raised to (1, 0.5, 1), the maximum
energy specific volume is almost doubled and even exceeds that for single pulses for the
(1, 0.75, 1) and (1, 1, 1) situations. This shows that a minimum energy for the second
pulse is demanded to start its clearing effect and that it saturates at a maximum energy.
However, the high maximum energy specific volume for a triple pulse cannot be explained
only by this effect.
Therefore, it was stated that additional effects influence the ablation process in case
of triple burst pulses on copper to allow an enhanced ablation. In [16,17], results from
calorimetric measurements with 10 ps pulse duration were obtained from two different
calorimeter set-ups. For copper, it is shown that the residual energy coefficient, resembling
the part of the applied laser energy remaining and heating up in the material only slightly
varies between single, double, and triple pulses processing. For both measurement setups,
the residual energy coefficient was measured to be slightly higher (an increase in the range
of 2%) for the double pulse, but the difference was in the order of the measurement error.
However, the absorptance of the machined surface changes significantly when using lasers
in the NIR. The corresponding absorptance increased from 1.5% of the initial surface (high
reflectivity) to 15.7%, 17.9%, and 26.8% for single, double, and triple pulses, respectively.
This increase was obtained from the first machined layer and rests almost unchanged
when the number of layers was increased to 48. For a triple pulse, the first pulse in the
burst sequence could be absorbed much more strongly compared to single pulses, since
26.8% of incident energy was absorbed instead of 15.7% [16]. This could explain the
further increase in the maximum energy specific volume for triple pulses on copper. This
assumption is further supported by the results obtained for a wavelength of 532 nm, where
the absorptance of the machined surface again increases from 35.7% for single pulses to
49.5% and 58.5% for double and triple pulses, respectively. This increase was lower than
for 1064 nm, which is in accordance with the smaller increase in the energy specific volume
for 532 nm and the triple pulse burst shown in Figure 9a. Hence, the absorptance seems to
play a crucial role, and, due to significantly increased absorptance after the second pulse,
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the energy specific volume of copper might be increased to or even above the value of the
single pulse operation. It should be kept in mind that these absorptances were measured on
a cold surface ca. 10 mm out of the focal plane and therefore with a spot diameter between
400 µm and 700 µm, whereas, during machining, the surface is hot, and the spot diameter
is in the range of 25 µm to 40 µm. Furthermore, the absorptance of a surface can also vary
during irradiation with an ultra-short pulse, as shown in [126]. How this behavior affects
burst pulse processing is unknown today and still a subject to further investigation.
In Figure 9b, the maximum energy specific volumes for double and triple pulses for
pulses with a pulse duration of 10 ps at a wavelength of 1064 nm are shown as a function
of the intra-burst delay tB [17]. Due to the longer delay times t1, t2, and t3 of copper, the
values seem to increase for intra-burst delays exceeding 60 ns in contrast to steel, where
the single pulse value is already obtained for an intra-burst delay of 24 ns, as illustrated in
Figure 8b. However, in contrast to steel, the maximum energy specific volume decreases
for triple pulses when the intra-burst delay is increasing (cf. Figure 9b). This is a surprising
behavior as the shielding effect of the second pulse is definitively reduced. A possible
explanation is that since less material is redeposited, more material remains above the
workpiece in a less dense ablation cloud, leading then to a shielding of the third pulse.
However, this is only a hypothesis and further investigations are needed to clarify the
physical processes involved during triple pulse ablation.
Figure 10a shows the maximum energy specific volumes for brass [60], aluminum [23,107],
silver [59], gold [59], and molybdenum [23]. Except for molybdenum, a strong shielding
effect for the double pulse burst followed by a significant increase in the maximum energy
specific volume for the triple burst pulse is observed. Following Formula (4), the energy
specific volume for a Gaussian beam shows a maximum value at the optimum peak fluence
φ0,opt = e2·φth [61]. Introducing this optimum peak fluence into the expression for the
energy specific volume (Formula (4)) leads to the ablated volume per pulse at the optimum
fluence, which does not depend on the threshold fluence but directly scales with the energy
penetration depth δ [65,127], i.e., the higher the energy penetration depth, the higher the
volume ablated per pulse. The value of δ can be obtained by a least square fit of the formula
to the data for single pulses reported in [14,23,59,60,107,128] following Formula (4). A
larger ablated volume should lead to a stronger shielding effect for double pulses and












should drop for higher energy penetration depths. This is confirmed in Figure 10b where
this ratio is plotted as a function of the energy penetration depth δ. The circles denote
situations where a clear shielding for the double burst pulse followed by a significant
increase of the energy specific volume for the triple burst pulse is observed, whereas for
the triangles, the maximum energy specific volumes for the three situations only slightly
differ. The figure indicates a trend of ratios near 1 for short energy penetration depths in
the range of 10 nm towards values below 0.5 for energy penetration depths of 40 nm and
higher. Hence, the removed volume per single pulse could also be a factor describing the
ablation behavior for double and triple pulses. Again, further investigations are needed to
gain a clearer picture and to be able to distinguish between the influence of parameters
such as the spot size, the intra-burst delay, and the energy penetration depth.
2.4. Multi-Pulse Bursts with Intra-Burst Repetition Rates in the MHz Range
The results for multi-pulse bursts for copper, brass, and aluminum are summarized
in Figure 11a [19,23,24,60]. Copper, brass, and aluminum show an alternating behavior of
the maximum energy specific volumes with high values for odd numbers of pulses in the
burst and low values for even numbers of pulses. This can be explained as follows: the
second pulse is fully or partially shielded but its energy clears the ablation cloud such that
the third pulse can be absorbed by the surface. The third pulse again generates an ablation
cloud, and the fourth pulse is therefore shielded again. The fourth pulse again clears the
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plume of the third pulse so that the fifth pulse can again contribute to the ablation process
etc. For copper and a 210 fs pulse duration [24], aluminum and a 300 fs pulse duration [23],
and brass and a 350 fs pulse duration [60], this oscillation seems to be damped.
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In contrast to this oscillating behavior, this alternating behavior is not observed for
steel 1.4301 (AISI 304) [19,24], steel 1.2738 [130], molybdenum [23], and magnesium (cf.
Figure 11b). For steel and molybdenum, the maximum energy specific volume shows a
tendency to slightly lower values when the number of pulses per burst is increased. Steel
1.4301 (AISI 304) machined with 210 fs pulses [24] shows an atypical behavior up to 4 pulses
per burst, but these results were obtained by defocusing to vary the peak fluence. Hence,
different effects cannot be distinguished, as has been explained before. For magnesium
alloy [129], the threshold fluence and the energy penetration depth amounts to 0.06 J/cm2
and 6.5 nm, respectively. Therefore, a similar behavior as for steel 1.4301 (AISI 304) could
be expected, but, as can be seen, the maximum energy specific volume increases by about
a factor of three when the number of pulses per burst is raised from one to five. This
is in contrast to the other metals and is similar to the behavior of silicon [17], where the
maximum energy specific volume also increases with the number of pulses per burst. For
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silicon, this increase of energy specific volume is mainly due to changes in absorptance due
to multi-photon absorption and stable liquid surface layers (having a higher absorptance)
during processing [17].
Recently, the behavior of stainless steel was investigated for pulses at a wavelength
of 1030 nm and with pulse durations of 270 fs, 1 ps, and 10 ps for single pulses for up to
9 pulses per burst with an intra-burst delay of 15.4 ns. The results show that the energy
specific volumes for peak fluences of 0.5 J/cm2, 1.5 J/cm2, and 2.5 J/cm2 mainly depend
on the pulse duration, but follow identical trends when the number of pulses per burst is
increased. Depending on the pulse duration and the peak fluence, regimes where a melt
film is formed leading to smooth surfaces can be identified [131]. Similar smoothing effects
were already reported for steel 1.4301 (AISI 304) in [14,60] and for cobalt and titanium
alloys in [78,132]. Neither for copper nor for brass could a smoothing effect be observed,
and the surfaces only start to oxidize when they are machined with pulse bursts [14,60].
In contrast to double pulses, the theory behind triple pulse ablation still shows an
ambiguous picture. To allow for a better understanding of the physical mechanisms taking
place during processing with triple pulses, further investigations with varying intra-burst
delays need to be performed.
2.5. Multi-Pulse Bursts with Intra-Burst Repetition Rates in the GHz Range
In 2016, a new type of laser emitting ultra-short burst pulses with intra-burst repetition
rates in the GHz range, and, hence, with intra-burst delays of several nanoseconds and
down to a few 100 ps, gained attraction for material processing due to a report showing
that the efficiency of the ablation process was significantly improved for a variety of
materials [15]. However, the reported physical mechanism influencing the ablation process,
the “ablation cooling effect,” appears highly questionable and has been partially disproven
for metal processing. Since it can be mainly attributed to heat accumulation [133–135], the
publication was the starting point for materials processing with a completely new class of
laser systems emitting pulse bursts with intra-burst delays of several 100 ps or at intra-burst
repetition rates of several GHz, which have since then been built and studied by various
research groups. In general, it can be concluded that drilling processes are always more
efficient than milling processes in this processing regime [135,136], which was explained
by different melt flows in those two regimes [133]. Furthermore, the increase in energy
specific volume is highly dependent on the time span of the used burst train and increases
with longer time spans [22,136–139]. Moreover, the used inter-burst delay plays a crucial
role. For short time delays (corresponding to higher repetition rates) between the burst
trains, heat accumulation is also more pronounced and contributes to an increase in energy
specific volume [112].
It has been reported by several groups that both the ablated volume per time ∆V/∆t
and the energy specific volume ∆V/∆E can be increased by several factors when pro-
cessing material with ultra-short burst pulses with intra-burst repetition rates in the GHz
regime compared to single pulse operation. For the milling of copper, it was reported that
the maximum energy specific volume ∆V/∆Emax can increase by a factor of three [135],
whereas for steel it can increase by a factor of two when using GHz burst pulses instead of
single pulses [112,135,137]. For the drilling of copper, it was reported that the maximum
energy specific volume ∆V/∆Emax can increase by a factor of 3.5; for steel, it can increase by
a factor of 4.6; and, for aluminum, it can increase by a factor of 5.8 when using GHz burst
pulses instead of single pulses [136]. All these effects diminish and are less pronounced
when during experimental design the spot diameters on the samples investigated are also
changed for optimization [24].
To be able to account for different study designs, a comprehensive overview of data
from different authors is given in Figure 12 (top) for laser milling using GHz laser sources.
When using double pulses, the previously discussed shielding effect is dominant, and
the maximum achievable energy specific volume drops by a factor of five for intra-burst
delays in the range of several 100 ps. Furthermore, with the increasing number of burst
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pulses the decrease in maximum achievable energy specific volume drops even further
and is suppressed by approximately 93% for steel when using 5 to 25 pulses in a pulse
burst [23,24]. From around 30 pulses per burst the energy specific volume increases again,
and, for several hundred or thousands of pulses per burst, it even increases above the value
for single pulse ablation for both copper and steel. For a small number of pulses within a
burst, a region of higher density in the interaction zone of the laser and the target develops,
and the shielding effect is even more pronounced [134]. For a moderate number of pulses
(several tens to hundred pulses), the ablation process is dominated by heat accumulation,
allowing material to be removed in a gaseous state even for pulses with a fluence far below
the ablation threshold (which is the case because the totally available laser pulse energy is
principally split between many pulses within the burst) [133–135,140]. For a high numbers
of pulses (several hundred to many thousand pulses) within a burst, the ablation process
can be compared to ablation with pulses of nanosecond duration, resulting in higher energy
specific volumes as well as a lowering of the surface quality due to melt expulsion, which
indeed is the case for GHz laser ablation [64,135,136]. This simple but fair comparison is
given in Figure 12 (bottom), where the maximum achievable energy specific volumes as a
function of the time span of burst packages are compared to the energy specific volumes
of ns and µs laser processes. It can be seen that the maximum energy specific volumes
of GHz laser processes fully follow the ones of ns and µs lasers in the same time domain.
This is not only the case for steel but also for copper (not displayed here). Therefore, it
can be concluded that GHz processing is comparable to ns laser processing for pulses of
the same time span for metals. Of course, more detailed studies need to be performed to
gain a full view on this topic. Finally, it can be seen from the reviewed and summarized
studies that the surface roughness shows a minimum for a low number of burst pulses
(corresponding to short burst time spans), which can be significantly lower compared to
single pulses [21,23,24,64,124,135,141–144]. For longer time spans and a higher number
of pulses, heat accumulation highly dominates laser processing, leading to higher energy
specific volumes as well as significantly higher roughness, which is also the case for longer
pulses in the ns and µs regime due to the emerging occurrence of melting.
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Beside materials processing with ultra-short burst pulses with intra-burst repetition
rates in the MHz and GHz range, processing with THz intra-burst repetition rates (cor-
responding to delay times between subsequent pulses of several ps) is also a subject
of investigation [20,148–152]. However, in this regime, matter reacts to excitation with
subsequent pulses similar like to excitation with longer pulses in the same time domain.
Beside a dependence of the incubation effect (a weakening of material) on the burst spac-
ing [149,153], the material answer is similar when using multiple subsequent ultra-short
pulses over a certain time span and when using a single pulse with a pulse duration of the
same time span, e.g., a pulse burst with 10 pulses that are applied over a time span of 10 ps
shows similar effects to a pulse with a 10 ps pulse duration. Hence, a differentiation of
physical effects on these time scales is challenging. From the material processing point of
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view, the use of burst pulses with THz intra-burst repetition rates is less important but has
found its way into the generation of particle beams and X-rays (cf. Section 3.5.3).
3. Applications Using Burst Pulses
In the following subsections, applications involving pulse burst processing of metals
are summarized and discussed. The focus mainly lies on micromachining applications,
while applications from other fields making use of pulse bursts are also summarized in the
last subsection.
3.1. Punching and Drilling
Drilling with ultra-short pulsed laser radiation has been a widely used production
technique for making precise holes in various materials for a long time. A large num-
ber of laser pulses and a sufficiently high pulse energy is typically required to produce
blind and through holes with high aspect ratios of 1:10 or more. The reason lies in the
nature of the drilling process, where, in general, the irradiated area increases with drilling
depth and pulse number, and, hence, the fluence within the bore holes decreases over
time [74,154,155]. Principally, this requirement contradicts the splitting of pulse energy
during burst processing to allow for an improvement in laser drilling processes in terms of
drilling time and, hence, efficiency. The same holds for an increase in the pulse repetition
rate, since shielding effects can be even more pronounced due to lateral confinement of the
ablation cloud. Laser drilling involves interaction of the radiation with ablation products
from previous laser pulses. Shorter time spans between successive laser pulses intensify
this effect [57,61].
There have been comparatively few studies on the influence of bursts in laser drilling
with ultra-short pulses. A particularly early investigation into percussion drilling with
MHz bursts of aluminum showed advantages in terms of drilling time [156]. However,
these advantages must be seen in the context of the repetition rates in the kHz range that
were common at the time. The main advantage was therefore the higher number of pulses
per time achieved by the burst, resulting in more ablated volume per time.
Interactions of burst pulses with the ablation products within bore holes were in-
vestigated diagnostically, whereas drilling glass was investigated by time-resolved imag-
ing [157]. As the investigated material was not a metal, the observed effects are presumably
very similar. Although there appeared to exist shielding effects of radiation within the bore
hole, the holes obtained showed a more uniform geometry with smoother walls. Similar
observations were made when drilling silicon [158], where processing with MHz burst
resulted in fewer unwanted side channels and overall higher reproducibility of the hole
shape. This is highly due to re-deposited material, leading to smoother surfaces.
In [159], the drilling of copper and aluminum was studied with double pulses, varying
the inter-pulse delay from −90 ps to 90 ps. Here, the observed reduction in drilling speed
in the case of using double pulses was attributed to shielding as well. This is clearly
in contrast to the conclusions provided in [15], where much higher removal rates were
reported for machining copper and silicon with GHz bursts. In [133], an attempt was made
to reproduce these advantages, but significant melting was observed; so, as discussed
before, GHz processing seems to have similarities with the use of nanosecond pulse
durations. It was shown that the maximum energy specific volumes achievable when using
a burst with 200 pulses at an intra-burst repetition rate of 1.76 GHz are almost identical
when processing with a laser at a pulse duration of 100 ns for percussion drilling of copper,
aluminum, and stainless steel [64,135].
A study about laser drilling of invar with ultra-short MHz and GHz bursts has shown
an ambiguous picture. Depending on the sample thickness and intra-burst delay, slightly
shorter drilling durations or even longer drilling durations were reported compared to
drilling without bursts [137].
Most studies on laser drilling with ultra-short burst pulses show a rather minor
influence on the drilling speed but an increased melt formation. With regard to the question
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of how far the special properties of bursts can be used to advantage in laser drilling, there
is still a considerable need for research.
3.2. Scribing and Cutting
In several works, line scribing using bursts have been performed [22,133,135,151,160]
with similar results. The removal rate using bursts is smaller, and the burr formation is
increased compared to single pulses. These effects were confirmed by the simulations
of Matsumota et al. [133]. Using a 10-pulse burst with an intra-burst delay of 16.7 ns
(corresponding to an intra-burst repetition rate of 60 MHz) led to a decrease in the ablation
depth of about 40% compared to single pulse operation using the same average power
in the case of stainless steel [22]. The authors have attributed this decrease to plasma
shielding, as the small ablation geometry (machining of deep trenches) does not allow
a fast dissolution of the plasma between two pulses. In [160], a decrease in the removal
rate for stainless steel (>15%) and copper (>5%) using bursts with an intra-burst delay
of 1 ns (corresponding to an intra-burst repetition rate of 1 GHz) and different energy
distributions was reported. Using a similar intra-burst delay of 1.13 ns (corresponding to
an intra-burst repetition rate of 0.88 GHz), it was reported by Bonamis et al. that in certain
conditions (high fluence and a pulse overlap higher than 70%) the grooves were refilled by
molten material [135]. The same effect was also observed in line scribing using single pulse
operation at a comparably high pulse repetition rate of 4.1 MHz [161]. Simulations confirm
this phenomenon for GHz bursts [133]. It has also been shown that using a pulse burst
consisting of 160 pulses with an intra-burst delay of 1.16 ns (corresponding to a frequency
of 864 MHz) leads to a larger burr compared to single pulses [133].
Principally, no advantages in using ultra-short pulse bursts for line scribing has been
reported in the literature so far. Further research is also needed to clarify the influence of
pulse bursts in the field of precision cutting.
3.3. Surface Structures
3.3.1. Polishing/Smoothing
In ultra-short pulsed laser machining of some metals like steel and titanium, it is well
known that in certain conditions bumpy surfaces can appear [29,162]. In most applications,
these bumps usually need to be avoided.
As it was found by Bauer et al., those surfaces are created if the surface tempera-
ture is higher than about 600 ◦C before the next laser pulse impinges on the surface in
case of stainless steel 1.4301 (AISI 304) [73]. Heat accumulation is the limiting factor for
the productivity of laser processes where a good surface quality is required. Alterna-
tively, heat accumulation can also be used as an advantage. Lickschat et al. [105] and
Herrmann et al. [163] have shown a smoothing of cavities using pulse bursts. Nyenhuis
et al. [142] and Michalowski et al. [143] have made the same observations and have further
developed a smoothing process for stainless steel 1.4301 (AISI 304). Using GHz bursts with
an intra-burst delay of 625 ps (corresponding to an intra-burst repetition rate of 1.6 GHz)
and a fluence for each individual pulse below the threshold fluence, the heat input into the
material can be utilized to create a small melt film that smoothens the bumpy surface (cf.
Figure 13).
It has been found that high fluences lead to pores in the solidified melt films. Therefore,
it is favorable to use more pulses in the burst, i.e., a burst of longer time span at lower
fluences of the burst pulses. In comparison to a MHz burst (intra-burst delay of 12.5 ns),
the smoothing using GHz bursts is much more energy efficient as the total fluence of the
burst needed is about 2/3 smaller using such GHz bursts [142]. The low fluences used in
the GHz burst processing lead to a very thin melt film which can also be used for polishing
of microstructures without damaging them [142,143]. Using this kind of polishing process
can lead to a surface roughness of Sa =0.13 µm and Sz = 3.4 µm [164]. Using an intra-burst
delay of 200 ps (corresponding to a repetition rate of 5 GHz) Metzner et al. have shown a
smoothing on stainless steel surfaces [21]. The bumpy surface created during single pulse
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engraving was smoothed using GHz bursts. The more layers with GHz bursts are applied
to the surface, the smoother the surface gets. No bumps are present on the surface anymore
after 20 overscans (scan levels), as can be seen in Figure 14. After 20 overscans, a surface
roughness of Sa = 0.1 ± 0.05 µm and Sz = 1.3 ± 0.3 µm was measured.
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overscans to 2.7 μm for 399 overscans. Using pulse bursts the smoothing effect can be 
maintained regardless of the structure depth. In another study, Metzner et al. used bursts 
with up to 8 pulses and an intra-burst delay of 12.5 ns (corresponding to a repetition rate 
of 80 MHz) and a repetition rate of 100 kHz (inter-burst delay of 10 μs) to reduce the 
Figure 14. SEM images of surface structures on stainless steel. Top left: Surface structure, ablated in
single pulse operation, a scan speed of 1.2 m/s, a pulse duration of 270 fs and 20 overscans (scan
levels). The other SEM images visualize the structure after the surface treatment in the GHz burst
mode with four pulses per burst, a pulse duration of 270 fs and a variation of the overscans (scan
levels) between 5 and 20. Reprinted from [21], Copyright 2020, with permission from Elsevier.
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To be able to use the maximum available pulse energy provided by a laser system,
engraving processes can be done using MHz bursts instead of single pulse operation,
followed by a GHz-polishing step. For such multi-step strategies, surface roughness
values of Sa = 0.15 ± 0.02 µm and Sz =1.1 ± 0.1 µm have been measured. Again, after
20 overscans, the surface was found to be smoothed [21]. The advantage of processes
combining MHz and GHz bursts is the higher productivity, i.e., smaller cycle time during
engraving processes.
In contrast, Brenner et al. used MHz bursts with an intra-burst delay tB of 12.5 ns
(corresponding to a repetition rate of 80 MHz) at a base repetition rate frep of 2 MHz
(inter-burst delay of 500 ns) instead of GHz bursts to polish the surface of conducted hot-
working steel (1.2738) [130]. The achieved surface roughness amounted to Sa = 0.21 µm
and Sz = 3.65 µm. Osbild et al. analyzed the polishing process using MHz bursts in more
detail [128]. It was found that using a low number of repetitions in the polishing process is
favorable to achieve a melt pool depth of only 1 to 3 µm. By doing so, the roughness can be
reduced also on small and fine structures.
On a CoCrMo alloy, 3 to 5-pulse bursts with an intra-burst delay of 12.5 ns (corre-
sponding to a repetition rate of 80 MHz) may lead to a much smoother surface compared
to single pulse operation [78]. The surface roughness for single pulses increases with
the structure depth, i.e., with increasing number of overscans, ranging from 300 nm for
10 overscans to 2.7 µm for 399 overscans. Using pulse bursts the smoothing effect can be
maintained regardless of the structure depth. In another study, Metzner et al. used bursts
with up to 8 pulses and an intra-burst delay of 12.5 ns (corresponding to a repetition rate of
80 MHz) and a repetition rate of 100 kHz (inter-burst delay of 10 µs) to reduce the surface
roughness on cobalt and titanium alloys below Sa = 100 nm [132]. Depending on the
material and the used fluence of an individual pulse in the burst, different numbers of
pulses in the burst (in general 6–8 pulses) need to be applied. Using a higher number of
pulses in the burst also helps to avoid the formation of nanoscopic cavities on the surface
as shown in Figure 15 for cobalt alloy. The same also can be observed for titanium [132].
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In a comprehensive study, Metzner et al. compared the smoothing effects using a 
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less steel [131]. It was found that the smoothing process shows a higher stability and re-
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Laser coloring was intensively investigated for ns pulse processing where oxide lay-
ers are formed [167–170]. Alternatively, ultra-short pulsed lasers can be used. This is 
mainly realized by the following approaches: utilizing laser-induced periodic surface 
structures (LIPSS) as diffraction gratings to produce angle-sensitive colors [171,172] and 
creating tempering colors by heating up the surface [173], which results in angle-inde-
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tain a certain color on the surface [171,174]. The coloring strategy using nanostructures 
was further developed by Guay et al. [175]. Plasmonic colors are excited from metallic 
nanoparticles and nanostructures, which are re-deposited after the laser irradiation leads 
to angle-independent colors on silver surfaces (cf. Figure 16). 
Figure 15. SEM images of the irradiated cobalt alloy surface as a function of the number of pulses in the burst at a
fluence of 0.5 J/cm2 per pulse. Reproduced under the terms of a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ (accessed on 31 May 2021)) [132]. Copyright 2020, the authors, published
by Springer Nature.
R cently, Sa sman shausen et uced the possib lity of surface smoothing by
continuou surface melting laser emitting ultra-short pulses at a pulse repetition
rate of 49 MHz (corresponding to an inter-pulse delay of 20.4 ns). This extreme case on
one hand represents classical repetitive processing at a constant repetition rate, while on
the other hand it can be interpreted as a very long burst pulse in the MHz regime. This
continuous processing shows the capability of long, finely tuned burst pulses. It was shown
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that the surface roughness could be lowered by this polishing process to around 80 nm.
While also an oxidation of the surface was introduced, this value belongs to the smallest
ever achieved by laser surface processing [165].
In a comprehensive study, Metzner et al. compared the smoothing effects using
a MHz burst, a GHz burst, and a biburst (a combination of MHz and GHz bursts) on
stainless steel [131]. It was found that the smoothing process shows a higher stability and
reproducibility when using GHz bursts compared to MHz bursts. A surface roughness
of Sa < 200 nm was measured for processing with the GHz burst in optimal conditions.
It should be mentioned that not only metals but also polymers can be polished applying
pulse bursts with an intra-burst delay of 400 ps (corresponding to an intra-burst repetition
rate of 2.5 GHz) [166].
3.3.2. Coloring
Laser coloring was intensively investigated for ns pulse processing where oxide layers
are formed [167–170]. Alternatively, ultra-short pulsed lasers can be used. This is mainly
realized by the following approaches: utilizing laser-induced periodic surface structures
(LIPSS) as diffraction gratings to produce angle-sensitive colors [171,172] and creating tem-
pering colors by heating up the surface [173], which results in angle-independent colors.
Another way is to create micro- and nanostructures on the surface to obtain a certain color
on the surface [171,174]. The coloring strategy using nanostructures was further developed
by Guay et al. [175]. Plasmonic colors are excited from metallic nanoparticles and nanos-
tructures, which are re-deposited after the laser irradiation leads to angle-independent
colors on silver surfaces (cf. Figure 16).




Figure 16. Photograph of a colored silver coin (height approx. 1 cm); detailed view on the right-hand side. Reproduced 
under the terms of a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (https://creativecommons.org/li-
censes/by/4.0/ (accessed on 31 May 2021)) [175]. Copyright 2017, the authors, published by Springer Nature. 
It was shown that by using pulse bursts with an intra-burst delay of 12.8 ns (corre-
sponding to an intra-burst repetition rate of 82 MHz), higher quality colors can be gener-
ated on silver compared to a single pulse operation. The authors quantified the colors 
using a Chroma meter (CR-241, Konica Minolta) in the CIELCH color space. The Chroma 
is a parameter used to measure the colorfulness of an object. The Chroma is increased by 
about 50% over the full color range when processing with burst pulses compared to colors 
produced with single pulses [176]. The increase in Chroma using bursts can be explained 
by the simultaneous creation of LIPSS onto which the nanoparticles are re-deposited, com-
pared to single pulses where no LIPSS are formed (cf. Figure 17c). The increase in the 
surface area created by the LIPSS and the field enhancement in these crevices would cause 
higher absorption, explaining the more vibrant colors unique to the burst process. In ad-
dition, a larger color palette can be created using pulse bursts. By using the FlexBurstTM 
technology of the laser manufacturer Lumentum (formerly Time-Bandwidth Products, 
Zurich, Switzerland) [177], it is possible to fade out some pulses in the burst, i.e., adapting 
the intra-burst delay in steps of 12.8 ns and also adapting the pulse energy of every indi-
vidual pulse within the burst. This modification of the bursts leads to a further increase in 
Chroma (Figure 17a) and a larger color palette (Figure 17b) [178]. The developed strategy 
was applied on the metals: gold, silver, copper, and aluminum. 
Figure 16. Photograph of a colored silver coin (height approx. 1 cm); detailed view on the right-hand side. Reproduced under
the terms of a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
(accessed on 31 May 2021)) [175]. Copyright 2017, the authors, published by Springer Nature.
It was shown that by using pulse bursts with an intra-burst delay of 12.8 ns (corre-
sponding to an intra-burst repetition rate of 82 MHz), higher quality colors can be generated
on silver compared to a single pulse operation. The authors quantified the colors using
a Chroma meter (CR-241, Konica Minolta) in the CIELCH color space. The Chroma is
a parameter used to measure the colorfulness of an object. The Chro a is increased by
about 50 over the full color range hen processing ith burst pulses co pared to colors
produced ith single pulses [176]. The increase in hro a using bursts can be explained
t e simultaneous creation of LIPSS onto w ich the nanoparticles are re-deposited,
compared to single pulses where no LIPSS are formed (cf. Figure 17c). The increase in
the surf c area created by the LIPSS and the field enhancement in th se crevices wo ld
caus higher absorption, explaining the more vibrant colors nique to the burst process. In
addition, a larger c lor palette can be created si . sing the FlexBurstTM
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the intra-burst delay in steps of 12.8 ns and also adapting the pulse energy of every indi-
vidual pulse within the burst. This modification of the bursts leads to a further increase in
Chroma (Figure 17a) and a larger color palette (Figure 17b) [178]. The developed strategy
was applied on the metals: gold, silver, copper, and aluminum.
3.3.3. Laser-Induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS)
Laser-induced periodic surface structures, often also called ripples, can be applied
on almost every material surface using polarized light. Usually, linearly polarized light
is used to create such structures. Applications for LIPSS can be found in various fields.
The surfaces appearing in nature (colored surfaces, anti-reflection surfaces, hydrophobic
surfaces, wet and dry adhesion, and friction reduction) can be imitated [179] or the melt
flow resistance in injection molding of polypropylene can be reduced [180]. LIPSS can be
replicated as well on plastic parts [181,182]. The phenomena behind the creation of ripples
is discussed in several publications [183–186]. In the last years, multiple investigations
using pulse bursts have been performed with different polarizations of the pulses in double
pulses [187], different wavelengths in double pulses [188], and with variations in the energy
distribution [189,190]. In addition, the number of pulses in the burst has been varied by up
to 32 pulses [191].




Figure 17. Colors and corresponding topographies on a silver surface. (a) Graph of Chroma versus hue comparing colors 
obtained after single pulse operation (●), burst (■), and flexburst (▴) coloring. (b) CIE xy chromaticity diagram comparing 
single pulse operation (●), burst (■), and flexburst (▴) coloring. (c) SEM images of blue surfaces produced using single 
pulse operation (left), burst (middle), and flexburst (right) coloring. The hue was more or less the same for all squares 
(𝐻 ≈ 295°), whereas the Chroma values equalled 22.3, 31.2, and 39.44. Nanostructures can be observed on the surfaces 
for burst and flexburst processing. The relative energy distribution of the burst pulses and the orientation of the electric 
field are given as insets. Reprinted from [178], Copyright Wiley-VCH GmbH. Reproduced with permission. 
3.3.3. Laser-Induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS) 
Laser-induced periodic surface structures, often also called ripples, can be applied on 
almost every material surface using polarized light. Usually, linearly polarized light is 
used to create such structures. Applications for LIPSS can be found in various fields. The 
surfaces appearing in nature (colored surfaces, anti-reflection surfaces, hydrophobic sur-
faces, wet and dry adhesion, and friction reduction) can be imitated [179] or the melt flow 
resistance in injection molding of polypropylene can be reduced [180]. LIPSS can be rep-
licated as well on plastic parts [181,182]. The phenomena behind the creation of ripples is 
discussed in several publications [183–186]. In the last years, multiple investigations using 
pulse bursts have been performed with different polarizations of the pulses in double 
pulses [187], different wavelengths in double pulses [188], and with variations in the en-
ergy distribution [189,190]. In addition, the number of pulses in the burst has been varied 
by up to 32 pulses [191]. 
Combining two time-delayed ultra-short pulses with different polarization states can 
generate different structure types than conventional LIPSS, which are formed parallel to 
the polarization direction for linear polarization [187]. Figure 18 shows the variations of 
the surface structures produced by double pulses with delays of up to 10 ps (correspond-
ing to an intra-burst repetition rate of 100 GHz) and either cross-polarized (XP) or counter-
rotating circular-polarized (CP) pulses. 
Figure 17. Colors and corres o i t r i s sil r s rf . ( ) r f r rs s ri colors
obtained after single pulse operation (•), burst (), and flexburst (N) coloring. (b) CIE xy chro aticity diagra co paring
single pulse operation (•), burst (), and flexburst (N) coloring. (c) SEM images of blue surfaces produced using single
pulse operation (left), burst (middle), and flexburst (right) coloring. The hue was more or less the same for all squares
(H ≈ 295◦), whereas the Chroma values equalled 22.3, 31.2, and 39.44. Nanostructures can be observed on the surfaces for
burst and flexburst processing. The relative energy distribution of the burst pulses and the orientation of the electric field
are given as insets. Reprinted from [178], Copyright Wiley-VCH GmbH. Reproduced with permission.
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Combining two time-delayed ultra-short pulses with different polarization states can
generate different structure types than conventional LIPSS, which are formed parallel to
the polarization direction for linear polarization [187]. Figure 18 shows the variations of the
surface structures produced by double pulses with delays of up to 10 ps (corresponding to
an intra-burst repetition rate of 100 GHz) and either cross-polarized (XP) or counter-rotating
circular-polarized (CP) pulses.
Increasing the number of pulses in the burst from 2 to 32 pulses while maintaining
the intra-burst delay of 1.5 ps (corresponding to a repetition rate of 666 GHz) and linear
polarization leads to an increase in the spatial period of the low spatial frequency LIPSS on
stainless steel, while the depth of the LIPSS remains almost constant [191]. It should be
mentioned that the spatial period of multiple pulses is always larger than for single pulse
operation. Increasing the intra-burst delay from 1.5 ps to 24 ps using double pulses also
leads to an increase in the spatial frequency, while the depth of the structures decreases
drastically. This decrease is attributed to shielding effects taking place for delays larger
than about 6 ps [191].




Figure 18. SEM images of the surface structures on stainless steel irradiated with two different polarization configurations: 
cross-polarized double pulses (XP) and counter-rotating circular-polarized pulses (CP). The rest of the process parameters 
were fixed: 10 pulses per spot, hatch distance of 1 μm, and a fluence of 0.1 J/cm2. The delay of the two pulses was varied 
as indicated on top of the images. Reprinted from [187], copyright 2019, with permission from Elsevier. 
Increasing the number of pulses in the burst from 2 to 32 pulses while maintaining 
the intra-burst delay of 1.5 ps (corresponding to a repetition rate of 666 GHz) and linear 
polarization leads to an increase in the spatial period of the low spatial frequency LIPSS 
on stainless steel, while the depth of the LIPSS remains almost constant [191]. It should be 
mentioned that the spatial period of multiple pulses is always larger than for single pulse 
operation. Increasing the intra-burst delay from 1.5 ps to 24 ps using double pulses also 
leads to an increase in the spatial frequency, while the depth of the structures decreases 
drastically. This decrease is attributed to shielding effects taking place for delays larger 
than about 6 ps [191]. 
Using cross-polarized light instead of the parallel polarization for all pulses in the 
burst will lead to similar structures, as shown in Figure 18 [192]. Comparing the wettabil-
ity of triangular structures produced with a four-pulse burst at an intra-burst delay of 1.5 
ps (corresponding to an intra-burst repetition rate of 666 GHz) with normal LIPSS created 
with a 16-pulse burst and an identical intra-burst delay shows only a difference in the 
evolution of the water contact angle over time, known as the aging effect, for the two 
different surface structures. The final water contact angle, which is reached after about 
eight weeks, was principally the same. It can be concluded that not only does the surface 
structures have an influence on the wettability but also the surface chemistry [192]. 
Another approach is to combine two cross-polarized pulses with different fluences. 
The LIPSS’ orientation on a titanium substrate can be influenced by the fluence of the 
delayed pulse and is in good agreement with the direction obtained by the vector sum of 
the laser fields. For example, using two pulses with polarizations perpendicular to each 
other with the same pulse energy, the LIPSS are formed at an angle of 45 degrees, while 
when one pulse has half the energy of the other pulse, LIPSS are formed at an angle of 
24.5 degrees [190]. A similar setup but with equal polarization states for both pulses and 
a fixed intra-burst delay of 160 fs (corresponding to a repetition rate of 6.25 THz) was used 
by Hashida et al. [189]. The fluence of the first pulse was always below the threshold flu-
ence, whereas the fluence of the delayed pulse was above the threshold fluence. It was 
shown that the laser fluence of the first pulse plays an important role for the spacing of 
the LIPSS. The higher the fluence of the first pulse, the larger the spacing becomes. Com-
Figure 18. SEM images of the surface structures on stainless steel irradiated with two different polarization configurations:
cross-polarized double pulses (XP) and counter-rotating circular-polarized pulses (CP). The rest of the process parameters
were fixed: 10 pulses per spot, hatch distance of 1 µm, and a fluence of 0.1 J/cm2. The delay of the two pulses was varied as
indicated on top of the images. Reprinted from [187], copyright 2019, with permission from Elsevier.
Using cross-polarized light instead of the parallel polarization for all pulses in the
burst will lead to similar structures, as shown in Figure 18 [192]. Comparing the wettability
of triangular structures pro uced with a four-pulse burst at an intra-burst delay of 1.5 ps
(corresponding to an intra-burst repetition rate of 666 GHz) with normal LIPSS created
with 16-pulse burst and an identical intra-burst delay show only a difference in the
evoluti n of the water contac angle over time, known as the aging effect, for the two
different surface structure . The final water co tact angle, which is reach d after about
eight weeks, was principally the same. It can be concluded that not only does the surface
structures have an influence on the wettability but also the surface chemistry [192].
Anoth r approach i to ombine two cross-polarized pulses with different fluences.
The LIPSS’ orientation on a titanium substrate can be influe ced by the fluence of the
delayed pulse a d is in good agreement with the direction obtained by the vector sum of
the laser fields. For example, using two pulses with polarizations perpendicular to each
other with the same pulse energy, the LIPSS are formed at an angle of 45 degrees, hile
when one pulse has half the energy of the other pulse, LIPSS are formed at an angle of
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24.5 degrees [190]. A similar setup but with equal polarization states for both pulses and a
fixed intra-burst delay of 160 fs (corresponding to a repetition rate of 6.25 THz) was used by
Hashida et al. [189]. The fluence of the first pulse was always below the threshold fluence,
whereas the fluence of the delayed pulse was above the threshold fluence. It was shown
that the laser fluence of the first pulse plays an important role for the spacing of the LIPSS.
The higher the fluence of the first pulse, the larger the spacing becomes. Comparing the
grating spacing produced with double pulses with the one produced with single pulses
with the same total energy shows no difference [189]. Larger intra-burst delays of 20 ns
(corresponding to a repetition rate of 50 MHz) have been used by Wang et al. [193] together
with a higher number of pulses. Depending on the used fluence of an individual pulse in
the burst, either low spatial frequency LIPSS (LSFL) or high spatial frequency LIPSS (HSFL)
are formed on the surface. For a fixed total fluence of the burst of 0.25 J/cm2, the formation
of HSFL is enhanced by using three or four pulses in the burst, as the fluence of each
pulse in the burst becomes smaller. Increasing the total fluence will lead to microgrooves,
nanoholes, and melt formations in the central region of the machined grooves, sometimes
referred to as “micro-hills” [194].
The use of double pulses with different wavelength (800 nm and 400 nm), fluences,
and intra-burst delays and the use of cross-polarization states was investigated by Hashida
et al. [188]. It was found that the fundamental pulse (800 nm) is responsible for the LIPSS
creation and its orientation, while the second harmonic pulse will optimize the uniformity
of the LIPSS if intra-burst delays of 0 to 2 ps are used. For delayed pulses (first pulse with
400 nm and the second pulse with 800 nm), the period and the direction of the ripples can
be changed [188].
Experiments investigating the influence of double pulses onto the LIPSS formation
have also been performed on semiconductors and glasses but are not further discussed in
this article [195,196].
3.4. Milling
The basic benefit of the burst mode for milling applications is illustrated by the
following consideration: milling applications are generally realized with galvanometric
scanners offering maximum marking speeds of a few tens of m/s [197]. The pulse to pulse
distance, i.e., the pitch, is defined by the repetition rate of the laser and the marking speed
of the scanner. Thus, the maximum scanner speed limits the applicable laser repetition
rate if a certain minimum value of the pitch has to be kept. Therefore, often pulse energies
and peak fluences far above the optimum value are used to take advantage of the full
average power of the used laser system. At this high fluence, the energy specific volume is
significantly lower than its maximum value, as illustrated in Figure 19a, for single pulses
having a peak fluence of 8 times the optimum value. Dividing this energy into n sub-pulses,
i.e., into an n-pulse burst, reduces the fluence of these sub-pulses and shifts the energy
specific volume for each pulse within the burst nearer to its optimum value (cf. Figure 19a).
Additionally, following Figure 5, the ablation process is moved from the phase explosion
into the spallation regime and an improved surface quality can be expected. It has to be
noted that the heat accumulation is only slightly affected. Calculations for steel 1.4301 (AISI
304) [14] following the analytical model presented in [73] reveal that the temperatures just
before the next burst sequence impinges on the surface do not differ between a four-pulse
burst and single pulses with four times higher pulse energy (cf. Figure 19b).
The machining of stainless steel in single pulse operation is only possible in the low
fluence regime, as the hole and spike formation limit the surface quality and therefore the
productivity at higher fluences [14,198]. Using MHz bursts, the fluence of an individual
pulse in the burst can be above the optimal fluence, as the bursts help to avoid this hole
formation and therefore are more beneficial [60]. As shown in Section 2.3., machining using
a triple pulse on copper can be more efficient than using single pulse operation. A milling
result using this strategy is shown in Figure 20.
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It should be mentioned here that, to optimize the productivity in ultra-short pulsed
laser milling, not only the ablation process itself must be optimized but also the scan
strategy. It has been shown that by using optimized scan speeds, the time for machining a
certain geometry, e.g., a line, can be optimized in the case of galvanometer scanners [197].
The given values of the energy specific volume are for 100% laser-on time, which is not
true for galvanometer-based scanning using the sky-writing mode, which is used to obtain
the best machining quality, i.e., no over-engraving near the edges [199]. The optimization
of the energy specific volume alone makes no sense if the duty cycle of the scanner is near
zero in the final application.




Figure 19. (a) Normalized energy specific volume as a function of the normalized peak fluence and the corresponding 
energy specific volumes for a total fluence of 60 times the threshold fluence for single pulses, double pulses, and bursts 
consisting of 4 and 8 pulses. (b) Temperature rise on the scan line just before the next burst sequence impinges on the 
surface for a 4-pulse burst on steel 1.4301 (AISI 304) with 12 W average power, 500 kHz repetition rate, and a pitch of 8 
μm. The temperature rise is plotted for a burst with 4 pulses (blue line), single pulses with 4 times higher pulse energy 
(red dashed line), single pulses with 4 times higher repetition rate of 2 MHz (magenta dotted line), and single pulses 
having the same energy at a repetition rate of 500 kHz (black dash-dotted line). The plateau denotes the region where 
melting happens. The distance x is given in units of the spot radius 𝑤, and, as the previous pulse has struck the surface at 𝑥 =  − 0.5 ∙ 𝑤, the maximum temperatures appears around this region. (b) was reprinted from [14]. 
The machining of stainless steel in single pulse operation is only possible in the low 
fluence regime, as the hole and spike formation limit the surface quality and therefore the 
productivity at higher fluences [14,198]. Using MHz bursts, the fluence of an individual 
pulse in the burst can be above the optimal fluence, as the bursts help to avoid this hole 
formation and therefore are more beneficial [60]. As shown in Section 2.3., machining us-
ing a triple pulse on copper can be more efficient than using single pulse operation. A 
milling result using this strategy is shown in Figure 20. 
 
Figure 19. (a) Normalized energy specific volu e as a function of the normalized peak fluence and the corresponding
energy specific volumes for a total fluence of 60 times the threshold fluence for single pulses, double pulses, and bursts
consisting of 4 and 8 pulses. (b) Temperature rise on the scan line just before the next burst sequence impinges on the
surface for a 4-pulse burst on steel 1.4301 (AISI 304) with 12 W average power, 500 kHz repetition rate, and a pitch of 8 µm.
The temperature rise is plotted for a burst with 4 puls s (blue line), single pulses with 4 times higher pulse energy (red
dashed line), singl pulses with 4 times high r repetition rate of 2 MHz (mage ta dotted line), and single pulses having the
same energy at a repetition rate of 500 kHz (black dash-dotted line). The plateau denotes the region where melting happens.
The distance x is given in units of the spot radius w, and, as the previous pulse has struck the surface at x = −0.5·w, the
maximum temperatures appears around this region. (b) was reprinted from [14].
The former considerations are based on the assumption that only the peak fluence
of the single pulses in a burst defines the energy specific volume and that the latter does
not depend on the number of pulses per burst. This is definitively not the case, as, e.g.,
shown in [14,130] for stainless steel and as discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, as the number
of pulses as well as the intra-burst delay affect the energy specific volume. Further, to
compare situations with equal average power single pulse operation, a repetition rate frep
should be compared with a n-pulse burst with a repetition rate of frep/n. In Figure 21,
based on the results for stainless steel 1.4301 (AISI 304) machined with 10 ps pulse duration
at a wavelength of 1064 nm and a spot radius of 15.5 µm [14], the energy specific volumes
as well as the removal rates are shown for bursts consisting of eight, four, two, and one
pulses at corresponding repetition rates of 200 kHz, 402 kHz, 804 kHz, and 1610 kHz,
respectively. Up to an average power of about 7.5 W, the energy specific volume for single
pulses at a repetition rate of 1610 kHz exceeds that of the burst with eight pulses, and the
corresponding removal rates are higher for single pulses. For higher average powers, the
situation changes, and bursts with eight pulses become more efficient, while the removal
rate exceeds that of all other presented situations. These effects could eventually be
caused by the smoothing effect and the reduction in the surface structures as shown in
Figures 13–15.
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having the same energy at a repetition rate of 500 kHz (black dash-dotted line). The plateau denotes the region where 
melting happens. The distance x is given in units of the spot radius 𝑤, and, as the previous pulse has struck the surface at 𝑥 =  − 0.5 ∙ 𝑤, the maximum temperatures appears around this region. (b) was reprinted from [14]. 
The machining of stainless steel in single pulse operation is only possible in the low 
fluence regime, as the hole and spike formation limit the surface quality and therefore the 
productivity at higher fluences [14,198]. Using MHz bursts, the fluence of an individual 
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formation and therefore are more beneficial [60]. As shown in Section 2.3., machining us-
ing a triple pulse on copper can be more efficient than using single pulse operation. A 
milling result using this strategy is shown in Figure 20. 
 
Figure 20. Example of efficient laser milling. (a) Optical image of the coat of arms of Lithuania milled in a copper plate.
(b) SEM image of laser-milled surface illustrating layer-by-layer removal. (c) SEM image of the bottom surface of the
laser-milled cavity. Laser parameters—triple pulse, laser wavelength of 1030 nm, burst repetition rate 300 kHz, intra-burst
repetition rate of 64.5 MHz, and beam scanning speed of 1 m/s. Reproduced under the terms of a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License, (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ (accessed on 31 May 2021)) [18].
Copyright 2019, the authors, published by Springer Nature.
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Fig re 21. (a) Energy specific volumes and (b) removal rates for steel 1.4301 (AISI 304) machined with pulses of 10 ps pulse
d ration with a avelength of 1064 nm and a spot radius of 15.5 µm. To guarantee identical peak fluence of the i dividual
pulses, the laser repetition rate was 1610 kHz for single pulses, 804 kHz for the double pulse burst, 402 kHz for the burst
with four pulses, and 200 kHz for the burst with eight pulses. Data extracted from [14].
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The situation may change when higher repetition rates are used for single pulses,
e.g., by using polygon line scanners, which can now achieve marking speeds of several
100 m/s [200,201]. However, the scale-up process is limited either by heat accumulation,
especially for steel, and/or shielding effects discussed in the double pulse section, as shown
in [202].
Therefore, for concrete applications, an optimization of processing strategies with
respect to the number of pulses per burst, the laser repetition rate, the spot size, and the
machining quality is demanded to find the best-suited parameters. Dual process strategies
using different parameter sets, e.g., one for roughing with high energies and high removal
rates followed by one with pulse bursts, either in the MHz or even the GHz regime used for
finishing/polishing are very promising. For example, a dual process strategy of alternating
GHz bursts and conventional processing was presented to achieve a good surface quality
of machined pockets while decreasing the processing time by a factor of two, as illustrated
in Figure 22.
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Brenner et al. [203] demonstrated another interesting application by combining abla-
tion processing in burst mode followed by a cleaning and an additional polishing process 
for large-format 3D mold tools. Another new approach of combining MHz and GHz 
bursts, the bi-burst mode, was recently presented in [24,131], but, in milling applications 
for copper and steel, this mode did not reveal higher removal rates compared to single 
pulses. In the field of laser burst processing, a comparison of literature data regarding 
roughness and energy specific volumes for different metals is a challenging task due to 
different study designs. For a comprehensive comparison of data for at least the metals of 
copper and stainless steel, the reader may refer to [24]. 
To conclude, the combination of different processes taking benefit of the advantages 
of each milling process to obtain optimum quality and machining time when using MHz 
and GHz bursts is a widely open field and still demands further research. 
3.5. Further Applications 
Besides the micromachining of metals in the industrial environment, pulse bursts are 
also used in several other fields. As a completion, these topics are briefly introduced in 
the following subsections. 
3.5.1. Laser-Ablative Space Propulsion 
i r . i s f ille squares with a scan spe d of (a) 2.5 m/s and (b) 1 m/s t c ti al process and 1 m/s
for (c) using the dual process strategy. The surface roughness of the inner ground was Sa = 0.23 µm and Sz = 4.1 µm for (a),
but was not measurable because of high occurrence of bumps for (b); and Sa = 0.13 µm and Sz = 3.4 µm for (c). Although
the scanning speed equaled that of (b), the edge and surface quality was the best and just the line spacing during polishing
limited the relatively high Sz value. Reproduced from ref. [164] with permission from Japan Laser Processing Society.
Brenner et al. [203] demonstrated another interesting application by combining abla-
tion processing in burst mode followed by a cleaning and an additional polishing process
for large-format 3D mold tools. Another new approach of combining MHz and GHz
bursts, the bi-burst mode, was recently presented in [24,131], but, in milling applications
for copper and steel, this mode did not reveal higher removal rates compared to single
pulses. In the field of laser burst processing, a comparison of literature data regarding
roughness and energy specific volumes for different metals is a challenging task due to
different study designs. For a comprehensive comparison of data for at least the metals of
copper and stainless steel, the reader may refer to [24].
To conclude, the combination of different processes taking benefit of the advantages
of each milling process to obtain optimum quality and machining time when using MHz
and GHz bursts is a widely open field and still demands further research.
3.5. Further Applications
Besides the micromachining of metals in the industrial environment, pulse bursts are
also used in several other fields. As a completion, these opics are briefly introduced in th
following subsections.
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3.5.1. Laser-Ablative Space Propulsion
Another possible application of ultra-short laser pulses is the propulsion of either
space vessels or space debris. When irradiating material and inducing ablation, the sample
experiences a small force in the range of nN or even µN. The ablated material serves as
propellant material. This force can be used as thrust to either stabilize and correct the
orbits of space vessels, such as satellites, or to decelerate space debris in order to clean
the earth’s orbit [204–210]. Recently, it was shown that using ultra-short double pulses
can give added value to this specific application. When using double pulses, material is
pushed back to the initial surface. It was shown that, on the one hand, the measured thrust
increases by a factor of two when using a double pulse instead of a single pulse of the
same total energy (or using the same average power for processing) [114]. On the other
hand, since the material is pushed back and can be used as propellant again, the thrust
per ablated mass increases by a factor of three, leading to a more efficient propulsion and
propellant conservation at the same time [114].
3.5.2. Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy
Since ablated material is able to shield subsequent laser pulses, a specific technique
allowing the characterization of matter, laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy, can profit
from the atomization of the shielding matter due to the emittance of characteristic spectra.
LIBS relies on spectra emitted from the vapour and plasma created after a laser pulse hits a
material surface. Either the occurrence or the intensity of specific characteristic emission
lines as well as the ratios of such lines is investigated to gain information about the material.
This characterization technique principally goes back to the early years of the laser in the
1960s after the first demonstration of Q-Switch lasers, and, until the end of the 20th century,
it was basically performed using lasers with nanosecond pulse durations [211–213]. In
1998, the first LIBS measurements were reported using ultra-short pulsed lasers [214], and
it was found that the ablation process itself and the atom excitation is more reproducible
for fs than for ns pulses [215]. Hence, less energy is needed for excitation, which is
crucial for the characterization of specific samples in order to keep the destruction of those
limited, e.g., when examining paintings [216–218] or explosives [219–221]. Additionally,
the sensitivity is higher when using fs lasers [215]. Several summarizing papers can
be found in the literature regarding the single pulse fs-LIBS technique [222–224]. Signal
enhancement of the observed spectra can be obtained when using double pulses or multiple
burst pulses [7,91,223,225,226], since the atomistic and plasma excitation and resulting
temperatures are much higher compared to single pulses, as has been discussed before.
While material processing scientists may suffer from ablation suppression when using
double pulses, spectroscopists look forward to the enhanced excitation of matter due to the
atomization of the shielding material.
3.5.3. Generation of Particle Beams and X-rays
Ultra-short laser pulses can also be used for the generation of beams consisting of
particles such as protons, electrons, and heavy ions as well as X-rays [227–237] due to the
excitation of matter and the generation of high-energy plasmas. The range of radiation
that can be generated is already extensive, but the range of applications is even wider
and includes medical applications in radiology and radiotherapy [227,238–240]. Moreover,
characterization of matter can be performed using a variety of investigation methods based
on particle beams [233,235,236]. Several aspects, such as generated intensity, quality and
purity of the spectra, as well as well-defined energies of the created radiation, are important
for such applications and rely highly on the correct excitation of matter.
Double pulses (sometimes referred to as pre-pulses in this specific field of particle
science) allow a specific manipulation of the excitation states of warm matter. The pulse
delays lie in the range of the pulse duration (several 10 to 100 fs) and up to several ps and
allow the energy and spectrum of highly charged silver ions [241], the energy and spectrum
of created protons [231,242], and the spectrum of created X-rays to be tuned [243].
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4. Conclusions
Metal processing using ultra-short burst pulses has been an emerging field in laser
processing in the past decade and is still a subject for further investigation. In this review
article, the physical mechanisms involved during laser burst processing were summa-
rized. Several aspects such as the shielding of radiation, the re-deposition of material,
enhanced absorptance, and heat accumulation have to be considered when designing
ablation processes as the intra-burst delay is shortened and the number of pulses within
bursts is increased. Although the occurring phenomena are widely understood for double
pulses, the involved phenomena being able to explain the measured removal rates and
energy specific volumes for triple and multi-pulse burst ablation for different metals are
not understood to a large extent. Therefore, research in this field is still needed.
Re-deposition of material can be utilized for surface polishing when using burst pulses
in the MHz regime for processing. It allows a smoothing of material surfaces with a low
number of burst pulses due to re-deposition of material in the liquid state. For higher pulse
numbers within a burst, heat accumulation enhances this effect and can lead to stable melt
layers on the surface during processing. If the intra-burst repetition rate is increased to
several GHz or more, heat accumulation effects can be utilized to smooth the surface (for
lower pulse energies) and to enhance ablation (for higher pulse energies) in the sense that
it becomes as effective as ns laser processing. The increase in ablated volume per energy
and per time is accompanied by a higher surface roughness, which fits the effects known
from ns laser ablation.
The occurring physical mechanisms allow a variety of innovative applications, in-
cluding surface smoothing, plasmonic coloring of surfaces, and, in general, an optimum
distribution of energy in order to completely utilize the average power of ultra-short pulsed
lasers. The future belongs to laser systems that allow a variety of burst pulse combinations
with intra-burst repetition rates in the MHz and the GHz regimes, allowing a realization of
combined processes on the machined workpiece.
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